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A B S T R A C T   

This study demonstrates a two-step approach that enables quantification of concrete printability through dy-
namics mode rheological measurements; I) modeling shearing history during extrusion; II) monitoring the 
hardening evolution of deposited material by applying a strain smaller than the critical strain. It is shown that the 
shearing history of the material is removed by imposing a pre-shearing above the critical strain, and zero value 
yield stress is measured for all specimens. At step II, a linear extrapolation of the green strength development can 
quantify the static yield stress at the origin, which we used to quantify the material printability. As far as this 
yield stress surpasses the stress level that exists in the printed structure, the material retains its shape stability. 
We show the performance of the model on a series of geopolymer mortars with a wide range of rheological 
properties as a function of material composition, aging, and pre-shearing consequences.   

1. Introduction 

Controlling the rheological properties of fresh concrete is of para-
mount importance in concrete extrusion, and it defines the success or 
failure of the process. In the standard practice limited to the static 
formwork casting, concerns are mainly about controlling the evolution 
of the reaction to avoid a premature setting during transportation, and 
later, a fast enough rate of hardening for on-time formwork removal 
[1,2]. These material engineering challenges are more critical in the 
emerging mold-less additive manufacturing of concrete since all the 
lateral confinement provided by the formwork needs to be directly 
imposed on the mixing composition [3] and the deposition operating 
procedure [4,5]. In this regard, when it comes to material properties, 
studies have already concurred with careful control over both rheolog-
ical properties and reaction evolution for the successful execution of 
concrete printing [3]. The rheology of material should meet the flow-
ability requirements of the printing process while secure quick structural 
build-up to keep the determined geometry right after the deposition. 
Simultaneously, the reaction should be slow enough during printing to 
avoid unwanted early setting and blocking the transporting system, 
while escalate with a relatively fast rate after deposition to sustain its 

own weight as well as those of successive layers on top. 
The majority of cementitious materials belong to the family of yield 

stress materials [6]. This means that they are capable of sustaining a 
finite amount of stress without flowing while behaving as a liquid-like 
material when the applied stress to the system overcomes the strength 
of the network of particles interaction [7]. However, the concrete 
resistance to flow is a function of time. When concrete is at rest, the 
static yield stress continuously increases over time [2,7,8]. This evolu-
tion can partially/fully be erased when it is subjected to shearing, while 
reversed back over time [9–11]. This phenomenon is known as thixot-
ropy. The origin of the macroscopic thixotropy is explained micro-
scopically through colloidal inter-particle interactions (e.g., Van-der- 
Waals attraction, electrostatic, and steric repulsion), which is affected 
by the formation of early reaction products [12,13]. However, the rates 
of formation of colloidal networks and reaction bonds are different 
[7,12–15]. As a result, cementitious materials experience a complex 
physiochemical particle bonding and appear to be shear- and time- 
dependent. This makes the rheological characterization of cementi-
tious materials a nontrivial task as they depend not only on chemical 
compositions, but also on preparation conditions, testing procedures, 
and measuring instruments [14,16–19]. 
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Fig. 1 schematically illustrates an accepted physiochemical concept 
of hardening evolution of a layer of printed concrete in four main steps: 
I) high-shearing zone, II) deposition, III) green strength growth, and IV) 
rapid strength development [3]. Step I includes all the shearing history 
that the material undergoes from the initiation of the mixing to the 
deposition time (e.g., mixing, pumping, and extrusion). Therefore, the 
evolution of structuration can be broken-down or rebuilt depending on 
the shear exposed to the material along the processing path [7,9]. Step II 
represents the yield stress after the extrusion, where the material is not 
subjected to a shear flow anymore. However, there exists a mishmash of 
various forces including colloidal interactions and formation of bonds 
between early reaction products. The interaction force is determined by 
a potential energy well for every particle, which tends to reach an 
equilibrium by dislocation to where the energy is minimum between its 
neighbors [9,14]. Step III has been called green strength and indicates 
the duration that particles have already flocculated and reached an 
equilibrium on thixotropic forces; the material undergoes a linear 
structural build-up [3,7,20,21]. Subsequently, the percolated network of 
particles is rigidified, and a nonlinear growth in the hardening evolution 
is observed at Step IV [3,22]. The structural build-up becomes almost 
irreversible. 

Among all, there is a sharp and critical transition between the high 
shearing zone at “Step I” and where the material should not flow and 
retain its shape at “Step II”. Depending on the shearing history, the 
concrete reversible evolution may erase fully or partially, and therefore, 

an unknown structuration may exist. This makes an uncertainty in 
rheological measurement. To mitigate the uncertainty, a sequence of 
pre-shearing steps is often defined before the main rheological mea-
surement to bring the status of reversible forces of the fresh matrix to a 
similar level [9,14,15,23–25]. There is however a common assumption 
that exposing the material to a high shear rate will erase all the shearing 
history and bring the materials to a reference state [9,23–25]. This has 
been countered recently [14], and dissimilar rheological properties were 
observed when different rheological measurement procedures were 
used. This implies that measuring the rheological properties of the 
material at the critical point of deposition is not straightforward since 
variation in the pre-shearing procedure may create different unique 
rheological properties, which do not necessarily resemble the rheolog-
ical behavior observed for a given printing system [15]. To this end, the 
aim of the first part of this study is to investigate the effects of pre- 
shearing on the hardening evolution of geopolymer mortars measured 
by oscillatory rheological characterization. It is demonstrated that as far 
as a shear strain from the plastic zone is applied, the dynamic shear 
stress is significantly reduced to about zero. The second part of the paper 
focuses on studying the hardening evolution of several geopolymer 
matrices with different rheological properties. The authors suggest a 
linear extrapolation of the green strength development to estimate the 
static yield stress ordinate at the origin. It will be shown that this yield 
stress value governs the shape stability of an extruded matrix and can be 
used to approximate the printability status of the material. 

Fig. 1. Multi-aspect schematic of the early hardening evolution of extruded concrete from mixing initiation up to setting; a) a sequence of the structural build-up of a 
network of cementitious particles; b) yield stress evolution; c) extrusion of concrete (note: the concrete was printed from right to left and the darker colors represent 
the more hardened concrete); d) a rheological model. The concept has been adopted from the Refs. [3, 6, 7]. 
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2. Background on the early-stage physiochemical properties of 
geopolymer 

Geopolymers are a class of aluminosilicate cementitious binders 
resulting from inorganic polycondensation of individual alumina and 
silica components into 3D zeolitic frameworks [26–28]. Geo-
polymerization can be explained in two partially concurrent steps, I) 
dissolution and II) gelation/polycondensation. The dissolution stage 
initiates once the activation solution with high OH− concentration 
comes into contact with the aluminosilicate particles and breaks the 
covalent bonds, i.e., Si-O-Si and Si-O-Al bonds, of amorphous phases, 
releasing silicon and aluminum ions into the solution. These ions form 
reactive precursors with a high number of Si-OH and Al-OH groups. At 
the gelation/polycondensation step, ionic species condense to form Si-O- 
Al, and Si-O-Si bonds, resulting in 3D aluminosilicate gel where the 
negative charge of aluminate anions is balanced by counter ions avail-
able in the activation solution [29]. 

The reaction's temporal evolution is neither linear nor identical for 
different precursors and is affected by their availability and reactivity. In 
aluminosilicate particles, the Al–O bonds are easier to break and have a 
faster initial dissolution rate than those of Si–O bonds at a constant pH 
and low temperatures. However, silica supplied through an alkaline 
silicate activation solution is readily available to react with released 
aluminate than those supplied from solid resources [27,30,31]. Thus, 
the gelation step begins with massive precipitation of a rich Al meta-
stable gel, “Gel 1”, that acts in a microstructural framework and coats 
unreacted/partially-reacted grain boundaries [32–34]. From the rheo-
logical point of view, the formation of Gel 1 and oligomers in the solu-
tion causes a fast evolution of elastic modulus of the fresh geopolymer 
matrix. However, the rise in elastic modulus at this stage is of a low order 
of magnitude [35]. 

As a consequence of the coating layer formation, the unreacted 
particles are prevented from being in direct contact with the alkaline 
medium, and a diffusion mechanism governs the evolution of gelation 
[31,32]. Therefore, the reaction rate is reduced. Over time, the Si from 
the aluminosilicate particles gradually becomes available to densify the 

initial Gel 1 and transfer it into a more stable Si-rich gel, called “Gel 2” 
[32,33,35]. This dense gel consists of high Si connectivity incorporated 
with tetrahedral aluminum linked with compensating cations and raises 
a multiplication percolation path in the structural framework 
[27,35,36]. As a result, mechanically, the formation of Gel 2 causes a 
significant increase in mechanical strength. The formation of this gel has 
already been assigned with the beginning of the geopolymer's physical 
setting [35]. Fig. 2 summarizes the early hardening evolution of geo-
polymers as a function of time and Si/Al ratio. 

3. Materials and methods 

3.1. Raw materials characterization 

Class F fly ash (FA) from HOFOR Amagerværket (a power plant in 
Copenhagen, Denmark) was used as the aluminosilicate source. The 
oxide composition of the FA was measured by an S8 Tiger 3KW X-Ray 
Fluorescence analysis instrument (Bruker, Germany) and is shown in 
Table 1. The particle size distribution was measured using a Malvern 
3000 laser diffraction particle size analyzer, see Fig. 3a. An X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) analysis and Rietveld quantitative phase analysis 
estimation of the amorphous and crystalline phases of the FA are shown 
in Fig. 3b. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were measured on a 
Bruker AXS D8 Advance diffractometer at room temperature employing 
Cu Kα (λ = 0.15408 nm) radiation generated at 40 kV and 40 mA with a 
step size of 0.0125 deg. and a scanning rate of 10 s⋅step− 1 in the 2θ range 
of 10 to 75 deg. For the quantification purpose, 10 wt% anatase (tita-
nium(IV) oxide powder, 99.8% trace metals basis - Sigma-Aldrich, CAS 
Number 1317-70-0) was added as standard internal to FA. About 2 g of 
the mixture was mixed with 1 mL ethanol and homogenized using 
vibrational mill-Retsch MM400 for 30 min. The mixture then oven-dried 
at 105 ◦C for 24 h. The amorphous phases were quantified using Rietveld 
quantitative analysis at X'Pert Highscore Plus software. The scale fac-
tors, background, zero shift, lattice cell, and peak shape parameters of 
W, V, U were adjusted to obtain appropriate pattern fitting. The specific 
surface area of the FA was 2.2 m2/g and has been determined using an 

Fig. 2. Early-stage physiochemical properties of geopolymer, a) sequence of alkali activation of aluminosilicates; b) hardening evolution of geopolymers as a 
function of time and Si/Al ratio. 
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Autosorb-iQ analyzer (Quantachrome Instruments US). 
Quartz sand (supplied by Dansand, Denmark) with a particle size 

between 125 and 250 μm was used as filler, see Fig. 3a. 
A mixture of sodium silicate and 8 M sodium hydroxide solutions 

with a mass ratio of 15:2 were used as activation solutions for FA. The 
sodium hydroxide was in pellet form and obtained from INOVYN. The 
sodium silicate solution; 7.8–8.2 wt% SiO2, and 26.6–27.0 wt% Na2O; 
was obtained from S.Sørensen-Thisted. 

3.2. Geopolymer mortar preparation 

Dry sand and FA were mixed with a constant mass ratio of 1.5 for 0.5 
min. The mixture was further mixed with activation solution for 2 min to 
obtain a geopolymer mortar. The FA to activator mass ratio was varied 
between 0.51 and 0.93 to produce different matrices with a wide range 
of rheological properties. 

3.3. Rheological characterization 

The rheological properties of the geopolymer mortars were 
measured with an Anton Paar Physica MCR 502 rheometer equipped 
with a parallel plate system with a 25 mm diameter (PP25). The gap 
between the plates was 2 mm, thereby making it at least 8 times larger 
than the maximum particle size of the matrix. The measuring device (i. 
e., parallel plates) was made of stainless steel to minimize unwanted 
reactions in the course of the measurement. To keep the environment 
similar for all specimens, the temperature was fixed at 25 ◦C using P- 
PTD200 and H-PTD200 temperature control systems. The data were 
recorded with the software Rheoplus/32, version 2.65 (Anton 
PaarGmbH). 

3.4. Printing procedures 

The printability of the geopolymer mortars was assessed through 
extrusion of multi-layer beams using a desktop HYREL 3D Printer, En-
gine SR (Standard Resolution) model, equipped with a piston-driven 
cartridge holding up to 60 mL and a nozzle with a rectangular orifice 
of 20 × 4 mm. The 3D printing device was operated using the Repetrel 

software. Fresh geopolymer mortar was poured into the cartridge and 
extruded 5 min after the first contact between FA and activation solu-
tion. The length and height of each printed layer were programmed to be 
90 mm and 3.5 mm, respectively, and a total of six layers were printed 
continuously with a constant travel speed of 300 mm/min to form each 
specimen. 

3.5. X-ray microtomography 

The interior structure of different specimens was investigated by X- 
ray microtomography (Xray μ-CT) using a commercial Zeiss Xradia 410 
versa system (Pleasanton, USA). The system was operated at different 
conditions and parameters. The parameters in this study can be sum-
marized as 100 kV high voltage and a power of 10 W for the X-ray tube. 
The specimens were placed on a rotation table and rotated to 1601 
different rotation angles where images with 1 s exposure were collected. 
On the system, the Large Field of View objective was used, resulting in 
an efficient pixel size of 34 μm. The acquired images were reconstructed 
using the systems reconstruction software which was based on an FDK 
[37] implementation of a filtered back projection algorithm, resulting in 
3D volumes with voxel sizes of 34 μm. 

4. Result and discussion 

4.1. Characterization of the printability status of the geopolymer mortar 
specimens 

Visual inspection was used to subdivide the printability of the geo-
polymer specimens into three classes: too-flowable, not-extrudable, and 
printable, see Fig. 4a. When the material was printed but could not 
sustain the gravitational load of either a single- or multiple-layers, it was 
labeled as too-flowable. If a disruption occurred during the printing 
process, or the material was too stiff to be extruded, it was labeled not- 
extrudable. When the material was printed without having any surface 
defects such as discontinuity due to excessive stiffness or inadequate 
cohesion, and kept its geometry for both single and multiple layers, it 
was considered as printable. Notably, one could distinguish between a 
printable matrix (i.e., the ability to print a single layer) and a buildable 

Table 1 
Oxide composition of the FA used in this study.  

Oxide compositions SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO TiO2 K2O SO3 MgO P2O5 Na2O 
FA [wt%] 57,61 24,31 5,12 5,28 0,88 2,11 1,13 1,83 0,80 0,94  

Fig. 3. a) Particle size distribution of the FA and sand; b) X-ray diffraction pattern and Rietveld quantitative phase analysis of the FA.  
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matrix (i.e., the ability to construct multiple-layers), but to avoid 
complexity, this differentiation is disregarded in this study. 

In Fig. 4b, these classes are shown for different geopolymer com-
positions as a function of time. As observed, the matrices with activator: 
FA mass ratio of less than 0.53 are not printable. However, every matrix 
with an activator content above the minimum value has a printing 
window. This printing window is a function of material composition and 
time and is delayed for materials with a higher activator:FA mass ratio. 
Furthermore, the duration of this window is longer at higher activator 
content matrices. Fig. 4c shows cross-sections of reconstructed Xray 
μ-CT images of the printed geopolymer specimens over time. Interest-
ingly, images showed that regardless of the chemical composition, a 
homogenous pore-structure and -distribution is observed for the too- 
flowable and printable matrixes, while several defects appeared (e.g., 
macro-porosity, de-layering, and shark-skin effects) when the material 
becomes difficult to print. The Vicat setting times of the geopolymer 
mortars as measured according to ASTM C191 are provided in Fig. 4d. 
As expected, the results confirm that materials with longer settings 
become printable after a longer time. However, the Vicat setting times 
do not coincide with the printability window of the material [38]. 

4.2. Effects of pre-shearing on hardening evolution measured by 
oscillatory rheological characterization 

Fig. 5a shows a typical storage modulus of a FA-based geopolymer 
mortar used in this study as a function of strain. The overall pattern is 
similar to those reported for Portland cement [7,39]. There are two 
critical strains; the larger one is associated with the breakage of the 
colloidal interaction network, while the smaller one, γc, is linked with 
breakage of early reaction products [7]. The smaller critical strain of the 

materials was defined at the end of the linear elastic regime when the 
specimen was subjected to the strain oscillation of increasing amplitude 
at an oscillation frequency of 1 Hz in the shear strain range of 0.01 to 
100% [7,34]. This critical strain is in the order of a few tenths of strain, 
here ~0.3%, which is slightly higher than the values measured for 
Portland cement in literature [7,39]. The smaller critical strain is less 
sensitive to the reaction time and material composition used in this 
study as compared to their corresponding storage modulus, Fig. 5b and 
c. This is in agreement with previous studies [6,40]. Indeed, it is ex-
pected when a strain smaller than the critical strain is applied, the ma-
terial will not go through plastic changes. In this study 1:10 of γc was 
selected to monitor the hardening evolution of geopolymer mortars and 
model the behavior of the material after deposition, called “elastic 
rheological characterization”. The effects of the shearing history of the 
geopolymer mortars before deposition were investigated by imposing 
pre-shearing procedures of different amplitude, duration, period, and 
resting-time duration, see Fig. 5d. Fig. 5e–i shows the “elastic rheolog-
ical characterization” with the consequences of the pre-shearing history. 
The measurements are carried out on similar matrices (i.e., activator:FA 
= 0.93 wt% and sand:FA = 1.5 wt%). 

Fig. 5e investigates the effects of pre-shearing amplitude by imposing 
different oscillation strains in the range of 0–50% for 20 s, when 
executed 5 min and 25 min after the first contact between the FA and 
activation solution. The pre-shearing was followed by 30 s rest, and then 
the “elastic rheological characterization” of the samples at oscillation 
strain of 0.03% was initiated. The specimens that were measured after 
25 min were kept undisturbed after the 2 min mixing in a polypropylene- 
based container at 25 ◦C room temperature before being placed in the 
rheometer. Comparing the initial storage modulus of the samples pre- 
sheared with amplitudes below γc, the presence of an ongoing 

Fig. 4. Material- and time-dependency of geopolymer mortar printing; a) classification of printing status used in this study; b) printability status of the geopolymer 
mortar as a function of activator:FA mass ratio and time; c) variations in homogeneity of geopolymer mortars over time; d) Vicat setting times. 
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structural build-up is obvious. It is important to note that these values 
still may be affected by the pre-shearing imposed during the placing of 
material in the rheometer. Increasing the applied strain amplitude of 
pre-shearing oscillation over the γc causes a significant drop in the initial 
storage modulus. Interestingly, this reduction is more obvious in the 
series of samples kept undisturbed for ~20 min. This means the struc-
turation can be erased regardless of whether the inter-particle connec-
tions are physical or chemical in nature [7,15]. Fig. 5f investigates a 
similar effect when a magnitude of shear-rate is increased instead of 
strain. As observed, a zero value was measured at the beginning of the 
patterns for shear rates in the range of 1 to 10 s− 1. This was expectable 
because in this set of measurements larger deformations were applied to 
the material. It can be observed in Fig. 5g and h that structural build-up 
can be erased for smaller values of plastic shearing, here 3%, if the 

shearing duration is long enough. Fig. 5i shows the effect of having a 
resting gap between the high pre-shearing and elastic strain oscillation. 
The structuration begins right after the pre-shearing cessation, and 
therefore, having a resting gap between the pre-shearing and elastic 
strain oscillation leaves some of the structuration. 

In the printing process, concrete undergoes a shearing history until 
right before extrusion. Therefore, it can be assumed that the following 
sequential shearing steps can model the hardening evolution of concrete 
during and after deposition using rheometer: I) pre-shearing with an 
oscillatory strain from the plastic zone; II) applying small oscillations 
with a strain below the critical strain (see Fig. 1d). Fig. 6a and b shows 
that independent of the mixing composition and maturity of the sam-
ples, a zero value storage modulus is measured at the beginning for all 
samples, as long as a pre-shear strain from the plastic zone is applied. 

Fig. 5. a) Storage modulus as a function of strain; b & c) effects of time and activator:FA on storage modulus-strain patterns, respectively; d) parameter used to 
investigate the role of pre-shearing on oscillatory rheological measurement of geopolymer mortar; e) effects of shear strain amplitude; f) large-deformation pre- 
shearing through applying continuous shear sweep; g) effects of pre-shearing duration; h) effects of strain period; i) effects of resting time between pre-shearing and 
real measurements. 
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This zero value is tied with the dynamic yield stress of the material as it 
is affected by the induced pre-shearing. Therefore, the zero value storage 
modulus does not necessarily represent the shape-retaining ability of the 
deposited material, compare Figs. 4b and 6. All compositions however 
go through structuration shortly after pre-shearing. In the course of 
time, materials with lower activator:FA have higher accelerated hard-
ening rates, see Fig. 6a. Likewise, materials that underwent longer re-
actions before rheological characterization showed a higher rate of 
hardening evolution, see Fig. 6b. These trends were observed regardless 
of the applied pre-shearing amplitude, however the higher the applied 
pre-shearing amplitude, the lower the measured storage modulus be-
comes over time. This is due to the fact that the majority of the structural 
breakdown occurs at the transition from rest to a low shearing, but a 
certain number of connections can only be broken when higher shearing 
is applied. As a result, increasing the shearing magnitude breaks down 
more of those connections and reduces the rheological properties 
[14,15]. It is of interest that the shear-dependency variation is smaller 
than those affected by the activator:FA ratio and maturity of the 

materials. Another important observation is that for all the measure-
ments, the trend of hardening evolution is its tendency to become linear 
after a few minutes, which is associated with the equilibrium in elec-
trostatic forces. The linearity is further discussed in the next subsection. 

4.3. Estimation of printability of the geopolymer using static yield stress 
right after deposition 

To distinguish between the printability statuses of the various geo-
polymer mortars at the deposition time, a linear fit extrapolation of the 
green strength development was calculated to estimate the rheological 
properties tied with the static yield stress of the material at the origin, 
see Fig. 7a. The calculated storage modulus, G′

0, values for geopolymer 
mortars with activator:FA ratios of 0.54, 0.67, 0.80, and 0.97 were 
plotted in Fig. 7b as a function of time. As expected, the calculated 
storage modulus is highest for the material containing a lower activator 
and those that underwent a longer reaction. However, there is a differ-
ence between the high rheological properties obtained through low 

Fig. 6. Evolution of storage modulus as a result of different pre-shearing as a function of a) alkali activator:FA; b) time.  

Fig. 7. a) An example of extrapolation from the last 2 min of the storage modulus evolution and measuring the storage modulus ordinate at the origin; b) variation of 
the extrapolated storage modulus values as a function of activator/FA and time. 
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liquid content and those that underwent reaction. The first is predomi-
nately associated with a thin liquid film of metastable gels, low Si/Al 
ratio, covering the particles and thereby resulting in a higher number of 
physical inter-particle interactions [41–43]. While, for the latter, the 
formation of chemical bonds and rigidification of percolated networks of 
particles are the main causes of the increase in rheological properties 
over time. 

Fig. 8 correlates the calculated static yield stress, τ0 = G′
0 × γc, of all 

the measurements presented in Fig. 7b with their corresponding print-
ability status. In addition, the stress level that theoretically exists in the 
printed structure is highlighted. This stress state can be estimated to be 
in the interval between ρgh = 391.5 Pa and ρgh/

̅̅̅
3

√
= 226.3 Pa [44]. 

Where ρ = 1.9 g.cm− 3 is an average value of the density of the geo-
polymers, g is the gravitational acceleration, and h = 2.1 cm is the height 
of the six printed layers. Notably, the effect of aging in layers deposited 
earlier was ignored considering the slow hardening evolution of FA- 
based geopolymer at room temperature [31,45], as well as the small 
object length-scale time-window, which was about 2 min. Therefore, it 
was assumed that the material properties of all the layers are identical 
for each specimen. Furthermore, the potential consequences of the 
inertia of the deposition material were too small compared with the 
gravitational induced stress, and therefore, it was also neglected 
[44,46]. Notably, detecting the not-extrudable matrices depends on the 
extruding system and was not investigated here. 

As observed, there is a distinguishable interval of calculated static 
yield stress for flowable and printable specimens regardless of their 
chemical compositions. When the τ0 of the geopolymers is lower than 
the theoretical stress state in the printed structure, the material cannot 
sustain its gravitational stress and is labeled as “too-flowable”. This 
result was observed for all the specimens independent of the magnitude 
of pre-shearing and their aging condition, see Fig. 8a to c. Likewise, for 
the materials with the label of “Printable”, the τ0 surpasses the estimated 
internal stress state. However, among all data presented in Fig. 8, seven 
rheological measurements failed in detection of the printable matrices, 
which are among those with high pre-shearing amplitudes (i.e., 10% and 

50% strain), see Fig. 8b and c. Having a closer look, these incorrectly 
predicted measurements are on materials that require to undergo re-
actions for a long-time, over ~60 min, before reaching their printability 
window. As explained before, these samples rigidified to a great extent 
and became brittle before being placed into the rheometer. As a result, 
they spilled out when subjected to a strong pre-shearing strain [47], see 
Fig. 9a. This condition was even exacerbated when a shear rate above 5 
s− 1 was used as the pre-shearing, and slippage of the stirrer on the top of 
specimens was also observed. Therefore, misleading hardening evolu-
tion curves were measured for those samples, see an example in Fig. 9b. 

It is of importance to consider that there is a limitation in the 
duration of continuous rheological measurements of the geopolymer 
samples. A pseudo-hardening occurred when geopolymers were kept in 
rheometer for long time, e.g., an hour. Fig. 9c investigates this effect 
through three different sequences of placing, resting, and trimming. 
Regardless of resting inside or outside of the rheometer, as far as the 
samples were trimmed before the measurements, a similar rheological 
result was observed, compare Sets A and B. However, a long gap be-
tween the trimming and testing, in Set C, increased the rheological 
properties of the material. This is associated with a faster rate of hard-
ening or drying of the material next to air. Fig. 9d shows the dried 
material at the top plate of rheometer after testing. A similar result was 
observed by Rouyer et al. by comparing the rate of hardening evolution 
of geopolymer matrices measured by conventional oscillatory rheology 
and those obtained by ultrasonic shear wave reflection from an interface 
of the material, see Fig. 9e [48]. In the latter, there is no mechanical 
interaction between the measurement device and the specimen, and the 
specimen is not in touch with air; thus, the overestimation on the evo-
lution of storage modulus of materials is avoided [48]. Note, the storage 
modulus measured by ultrasonic rheology is magnitudes larger, because 
the storage modulus scales with the applied frequency, which is sub-
stantially larger in ultrasonic rheology [22,49,50]. Therefore, due to this 
pseudo-hardening effect in conventional oscillatory rheology, the 
duration of continuous measurements of the cementitious matrices is 
suggested to be kept short. This could possibly be remedied by utilizing a 

Fig. 8. The correlation between the calculated yield stress, printability status, and stress state exist in the printed structure. The samples pre-sheared at a) 3% strain, 
b) 10% strain, and c) 50% strain. 
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humidity chamber. 

5. Conclusion 

A straightforward analysis procedure was presented that enables an 
accurate prediction of concrete printability through dynamics mode 
rheological measurements. It was shown that two following sequential 
shearing steps could model the hardening evolution of geopolymer 
mortar during and after deposition: I) modeling the shearing history of 
the material by pre-shearing with an oscillatory strain more than the 
smaller critical strain, γc; II) applying small oscillations with a strain 
below the γc to model the concrete after deposition. At step I, as far as a 
shear strain from the plastic zone is applied, the dynamic shear stress 
significantly dropped to almost zero value, and the shearing history of 
the material is removed. At step II, a linear extrapolation of the green 
strength development can quantify the static yield stress at the origin. 
This yield stress value demonstrates the shape stability of the extruded 
matrix and can be used to approximate the printability status of the 
material. As long as this yield stress value surpasses the stress level that 
exists in the printed structure, the material is able to keep its shape 
stability. The high success rate of this model on the prediction of 
printability status was shown on a series of geopolymer mortars with a 
wide range of rheological properties considering the effects of material 
aging, composition, and pre-shearing consequences. Our study provides 
the framework for future studies to assess the performance of this 
rheological characterization model on other measuring setups, and for 
estimating the printing status of other shear- and time-dependent 
materials. 
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